
When we were kids, my girlfriend Yena and I took a road trip. We drove to the Mojave desert. 
We were young. We didn’t know much about life. We were playing at being grown-ups.  

In the desert, I can now write. Because we are. And because we are dazzled. Minds at 
rest, senses lulled and dazed by the smell of warmth, by heat.  

We ended up in one of those pointless circular discussions that wasn’t really an argument. It 
was more like those stories where people hurt each other with words because they aren’t smart 
enough to know better. I don’t recall the premise. At a certain point, I pulled the car over and 
banged my head on the steering wheel repeatedly, begging her to stop.  

Come sun-up ubiquitous buzz of winged life, silent migration of butterflies. 
Carnivorous wasps scavenge, feast on insect corpses singed to the grill of our 
sacrilegious car. We are left alone to nurse our wounds but for garrulous crows who 
caw salutation all day. Heat waves, as if to warn. 

In the morning I had a purple bruise on my forehead. We went to Death Valley, mostly because 
of the name. I wore a hat pulled low. We parked our car at a small trailhead and took a day 
hike. We were lucky to see some desert bighorn sheep. As we emerged from a canyon onto the 
eerie and deserted gravel plains, full of shimmer and striation, I noticed a horn beeping in the 
distance. I wondered what kind of a moron would let their car alarm go off here in the desert, 
disturbing the peace and other hikers.  
 
Of course it was our car. I must have jammed the trigger mechanism in the steering wheel with 
my forehead. After trying to get the thing to shut up for a few minutes I popped the hood and 
literally yanked the horn out. It looked like one of those small round toys that give off the sound 
of a mooing cow when you tilt them. 	
	
Death Valley is big, but not big enough for an argument. We return to Mojave. We camp near 
rocks, some which have been here for nearly two billion years – almost half the age of the 
earth. Our duration somewhat shorter, we leave after ten days. 
 
For safety reasons, I put the horn back in when we hit the freeway and it began honking 
intermittently. We went by a garage where a mechanic showed me where the fuse for the horn 
is located, an easier solution.  



Given what a stubborn SOB I am, I wasn’t especially surprised when I lost my patience at the 
hotel bar, at the point where they tried to charge me for a coffee and a juice I had been told 
would be complimentary. In my defense, I should explain that I was 'stranded’ at the hotel, 
admittedly a comfortable hotel, in Marrakech, because my flight was interrupted on the runway 
by a faulty indicator, and that after sitting on the runway for at least four hours and being made 
to pay for refreshments (i.e. anything to drink) on board, and then being taken to said airline 
partner hotel after midnight where I had to wait until  2am for a bed. Ultimately, I escaped 
paying for my complimentary drinks, but in retrospect, it probably wasn’t been worth the effort 
of raising my voice, not the least reason being that, as I have recently learnt, elevated stress 
temporarily lowers your immune system for up to eight hours, as if your immune system were 
some sort of force field around the Death Star. 
 
What doesn’t really make sense is how I then proceeded to stalk about the luxury resort 
swimming area for the remainder of the morning in my crusty hiking boots, grimy trekking 
pants, and black long sleeve thermal shirt, having just come down from a 5-day 100+ km 
mountain trek, aimlessly pacing the 25-30 °C degree heat while male Moroccan body builders 
struck poses (this I could not invent) for a coterie of female Spanish admirers by the pool. The 
body-builders skittishly sprayed each other with fitful bursts of sun lotion from a distance while 
looking in the other direction, as if afraid of being perceived as effeminate, and resembling 
nothing so much as fiddler crabs with their over-sized arms. Me aimlessly pacing with my 
hands clasped behind my back, muttering to myself about subservience, African luxury hotels, 
meat buffets for people who obviously eat too much to begin with, class differentiation, 
complimentary drinks, getting what you pay for, clocks lined up in lobbies to display identical 
time across multiple time-zones, and corporate artifice. So that nobody knew if I was some 
deranged security guard who actually worked there or just didn’t know how to relax.



Failure to Break the Rules Like A Pro 
 
At Marrakech airport before boarding a plane to fly home I had to pour out my water bottle. A 
litre of pure mountain water I had collected from the source at Aït Bougmez after a hike of 
many hours. Sweet delicious water. But the guy next to me, who boards the plane thirty minutes 
later at Agadir, unveils a half-liter bottle of suspiciously home-made looking kebab sauce 
shortly after take-off. 
 
Umm…how did you get that on board?  	
 
It’s not allowed huh he laughs I asked – 
	
You…asked? you asked who? 
	
When I was coming through the security guard said you can’t take this with you–and I said 
Yeah, but it’s Ramadan and it’s my only food, so can I please take it? And the security guy said 
OK. 
	
OK? The security guy said OK? Please? And you just used the magic word? I’m still thinking 
to myself hours later as we touch down in Amsterdam. Boy, do I have a lot to learn.



So here we are at the airport again. I am standing, after having walked through the metal 
detector and device where you hold your arms above your head and are scanned for trace 
elements of explosives. My children went through first and are waiting for me. I am standing 
with my legs apart and my arms straight out from my sides.  
 
Excuse me sir, can you please remove your belt. I think this over for a second before replying.  
 
You realize that my belt has a function right? It’s holding my pants up.  
 
Yes sir, can you please remove your belt.  
 
Several thoughts go through my head at once. The loudest voice says This is a joke yes? Feeling 
like I am in a Charlie Chaplin movie, I undo my belt. What are we looking for? I ask.  
 
Weapons and explosives, comes the reply.  
 
In my pants?  
 
Sir, can you keep your arms outstretched? As I am now holding up my pants, making it hard 
to hold my arms out.  
 
You understand that the belt was holding up my pants yes, you get that?  Is it me or do I imagine 
that the young man who is tasked with searching me smiles.  
 
Sir, your arms. As I now awkwardly extend my legs outwards so as to keep my pants from 
sliding down, and quietly plot my revenge on the idiots who run the show. If only I knew who 
they were. I know, I’ll write it down and publish it in a book. That’ll teach’em.



A failure to properly appreciate my father, who, it must be said, really loved eating out. So 
much so that to this day, I generally dislike eating in restaurants.  
	
The day would start by collecting menus - photocopies which would be available in little 
wooden boxes by the doors of various places to eat. Towards the end of the afternoon he’d start 
prepping; a shower, change into a shirt and vest, tie, or something cravat-like he wore around 
his neck, and have an afternoon drink. Then closer towards the meal itself, we’d arrive and 
have a drink in the bar first, if there was no suitable table, otherwise, we’d switch tables a few 
times to avoid draughts, proximity to toilets, doors, noise, and waiter through-fares. It would 
be a multiple-course affair, without regard for cost, meaning starters, drinks, salads, soups, 
desserts, after-dinner coffee and liqueur.  
	
Once, when we were in Paris, I headed him off at the pass. My brother and I went into a store 
and bought picnic supplies; baguette, cheese, etc., and met him and my mother on the bench 
where they were sitting in Jardin du Luxembourg. He blew a fuse I’m in Paris, I’m not a god-
damned squirrel, I am going to a restaurant for lunch. Jesus Christ! And off he stormed to find 
a Vietnamese place he remembered.



When you use a vending machine, you drop in coins and get exactly what you want in return. 
For example, something sweet that makes you feel just that little bit better. A process that 
doesn't give you feedback. It’s a winning concept.  
 
I am not like that. Life is definitely not like that. I'm more like a vending machine that gives 
you something you don't want. I have lots of opinions and I'm not good at keeping them to 
myself. Yesterday somebody in a car cut me off coming across a small cobbled bridge and I 
had to slam on my bike brakes. "Not a vending machine baby" I felt like shouting.  
	
As I walk through the city I mutter Fuck Off like I’m suffering Tourette syndrome. A taxi trying 
to run over my foot, billboards announcing new mobile telephone calling plans. Squats being 
cleared for luxury hotels. Police pouring out a homeless man’s beer next to a terrace full of 
tourists drinking alcohol. Scooters riding like maniacs. Dog droppings in small flowerbeds. 
Gentrification has us by the balls. The corner snackbar has been replaced by a restaurant 
serving quail and trout. The shadow-market whereby properties go for sale to developers before 
going on the market. The list goes on. When I mention this to my friends, they inevitably tell 
me, you gotta learn how to relax, man. 
 
Keep muttering under your breath, lunatic, madman.  
 
How can I describe losing time to anger? My keys were not the only thing I lost that year no, 
not innocence nor a vague sense of longing, but coins. No, not coins exactly, but small 
financially insignificant things, although still annoying to lose. Or how best to describe city 
life: sun when it turns the corner behind a building and stops streaming in. 
  



A not-so-failure in two parts.   
 
I go to pick up my kid at his crèche (that’s a fancy European word for nursery school). Instead 
of bundling him away, I slump down and take a seat on the floor in an alcove-like space, and 
look out at snow in the garden. It’s quite peaceful. A poem begins composing itself in my head. 
The other parents’ voices fade away. My three-year-old son is playing with another boy, going 
up and down, up and down a slide built into the wall, laughing laughing. His friend comes over, 
grinning, right up close, pokes me hard in the cheek, says who are you? 
 
 **  
 
Have you ever read the short story where the meditation disciples are goofing around and get 
trapped in a wooden table? First the sound of rushing water, and then they disappear. 
      
Water freezes in the air. We call it snow. People in the next room are talking talking, making 
a racket racket. I sit still as their voices begin to fade. I become inanimate, a chair or low table, 
it feels a bit like being stoned. Through the window, which makes the observation of cold 
effortless, I notice wind exploding small puffs of snow from trees.  


